Comeau Aerospace Inc.
Explore
Explore with Comeau Aerospace Inc. and step into the next dimension of incredible potential that
is inviting, intriguing and inspiring. Imagine for a moment, the freedom to explore the incredibly
dynamic possibilities of creating and living the most thrilling aerospace adventure of all time. This
begins with an individual with brilliant technical genius, the faculty of creative imagination, the
spirit and energy of aerospace and an idea and vision of what is possible.
This adventure includes exploration and discovery, it involves exhilarating work, abundant
opportunities for learning, growth, investment, creativity and productivity that is visionary,
dynamic, alive and comprehensive. This adventure offers an environment rich with awesome
challenge and unparalleled reward of excellence, super-achievement, experiences and
friendships to last a lifetime. This is a quest that goes beyond conventional everyday reality, it is
alive with heart and soul dedication, with an intensity and passion fueled with magnitudes of
desire and unlimited imagination to transform thought into an alternate reality, one with unlimited
possibilities. The most fantastic dreams, ambitious goals and everyday diligent progress are all
essential in the ultimate flying machine adventure.
We explore a magnificent vision to create an alternate reality, by developing the ultimate flying
machine series, products, technology, services, research and development programs to create
exciting, challenging and rewarding careers, develop markets and secure customer happiness
and long term beneficial relationships. Real forward looking documents and vision.
We explore the potential of the unified efforts of people with a brilliant creative faculty of
imagination, industrious work ethic and a confident attitude that enables individuals to excel,
create and express without limit, a more challenging and rewarding environment for the
individual, a dynamic range of skill set development, flexibility and innovative thinking for
enhanced productivity and success in our ambitious goals to experience work, fun and adventure
in organizational genius with a more involved, invested, intrigued, energized and enthusiastic
outlook. An enterprise encounter of the creative and constructive kind.
As we explore amazing opportunities for growth in design, engineering, organization and
management, manufacturing, processing and aero assembly technology, we can experience the
ideals of continuous improvement dedicated to redefining the state of the art in both conventional
and advanced technology, programs, projects, products and services. This generates a more
dynamic industry and economic landscape, with solid quality good paying family rated careers for
people in aerospace, aviation, aeronautics and related industries related companies with a more
ideal quality of life, that is awesome for families, communities and the nation.
Explore the vision that sees far and wide in a panorama of spectacular views and perspective as
we work to build a more energized, creative and successful Canadian aerospace industry. As
we develop our faculties and resources, investing in greater research, design engineering and
production capabilities and effort, our ability to transform that vision into reality that intense desire
and imagination into transforming consciousness, experiences and life without equal.
Now, imagine for a moment, as you smile and your eyes sparkle with delight,
in knowing what it is like, being in the epic moment of time, doing, having, being and achieving,
something great, having that secret of the heart, locked in the secret vaults of time, that yearns to
know and explore the brand new emotion of the ultimate flying machine adventure.
Your heart knows that your soul loves adventure...the ultimate flying machine adventure!
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